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"RALLY ZEMAITIJA 2020" dedicated to the memory of this rally organizer
Tomas Savickas (1969-2019)
The beginning of rally fiesta this year
reminds us of a sad anniversary – a year ago
Lithuanian
sports
community
was
overwhelmed by the fact that one of the
coordinators of „Rally Žemaitija“ Tomas
Savickas passed away.
It might sound quite paradoxical but
we start speaking about immortality when
someone dear passes away. The more we
think the more simple immortality seems to
be. The more of your heart is devoted for
your everyday duties and the people around
you, the wider smiles are on your faces
when the name of a person who cared about you is mentioned. Tomas succeeded there. He came to Kelme
as a strong rally pilot and managed to spread rally virus among hundreds of his friends. Owing to Tomas a
small quiet town in the far end of Žemaitija became one of the most important rally centers, where most
popular rally stars from Europe came to train and test the cars . „Rally Žemaitija“ welcomed caravans from
Latvia and Belarus several times and their participants brought the best impressions back to their country.
Janis Vorobjovs who was the rally winner twice – 2015 and 2017 said that this rally organizers always
take immediate measures the following year after they hear some remarks from sportsmen. „Tomas
Savickas and his team are one of the reasons why they feel pleased to come to Lithuania. The people work
hard and sincerely, so that sportsmen could be concentrated for races instead of solving problems. „Rally
Žemaitija“ progress from year to year can be shown as a model“- Latvian rally legend said.
„ When I moved to Kelme
with my family, there were only
two festivals per year, when the
people dressed smartly and
went out: In August it was
Kražiai St. Rokas religious
festival. Last Sunday of month
in May here was old crafts and
art lovers festival organized
since 1980. It was nice to look
and admire the beautiful crafts
and elderly people who have
talent, listen to folk music, but I
had a feeling that it was not
enough. Together with my wife
Ingrida, I decided to begin
organizing "Rally Žemaitija". I
would not be honest saying that
in two years time we learned everything and don‘t make mistakes, but , God is a witness, we worked very
hard“- Tomas spoke in his inteview several years ago.
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T. Savickas devoted 19 years (1995–2013) to motorsports and and never was just rally statistics. Tomas
was a champion of Lithuanian auto rally 10 times in his category, won lots of stages and was sports master.
In 2004 he established sports club „Kelme ASK“ , became the main coordinator of „Rally Žemaitija“ and the
marshal of automobile sports , since 2014 worked in almost all motorsports competitions in our country. In
2018 he was given the national category.

Ingrida, Tomas‘s wife , is the „Rally Žemaitija 2020“ organizers‘ team leader this year.
„Rally Žemaitija“ is Tomas baby, which was brought up, educated and cherished together. This year we
will have to do everything ourselves and the feeling is that we start going to the first class in school. If I did
everything by myself I am sure, I would not be successful no matter how hard I tried. I am lucky to have
Tomas heritage – fantastic friends and companionship team . We all have been creating „Rally Žemaitija“
mosaic all year. Thanks to Tomas we feel like one rally family, keep to the same values and the same desire
to celebrate life. That is why I am sure taht everything will be all right“ – Ingrida smiles.
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HISTORY OF „RALLY ŽEMAITIJA“
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II.

“RALLY ŽEMAITIJA 2020” PRESENTATION

The traditional summer rally fiesta “Rally Žemaitija 2020”, which was to take place on June 5-6 this year,
invites all motorsport enthusiasts to come to Kelmė on July 10-11. The situation due to the coronavirus pandemic
this year adjusted not only the date of the competition, but also the format. Unfortunately, as planned, the joint
stage of the Lithuanian and Polish rally championships will not take place, but in the rally cars park we will see
the cars of the participants of the Lithuanian and Latvian rally sprint championships, in addition, as every year, we
expect to receive rally guests from neighboring foreign countries.
One of the most important innovations is that for the trophies of "Rally Žemaitija 2020" will be competed in
three classifications this year: MAXI, MIDI and MINI. The participants of the longest - MAXI standings will have
to cover seven different speed stages (six of them twice) with a total length of 104 km. The crews participating in
the MIDI standings will pass all these speed sections once, and their total distance will be about 56 km. The
participants of the MINI standings will compete in the shortest distance. They will have to cover only four
different speed stages (two of them twice) with a total length of 18.5 km. Two of these stages will be passed also
by the crews from other rally classifications, and two sections will be reserved for MINI standings only. In this
classification will be possible to participate by the cars, that do not have mounted safety cages. Participants of all
„Rally Žemaitija 2020“ standings will be further divided to AWD and 2WD classifications.
Compared to last year, the rally format has changed. In order to avoid places of mass gathering of people, the
city speed stage, which attracted a lot of rally fans last year, will not be carried out. The first rally day this year will
be limited to the reconnaissance and the "Shakedown", for which the organizers have chosen a completely new
track. Rally HQ returns to a permanent place - Kelmė Culture Center, and the Service Park will also be located in a
traditional place - Vytauto Didžiojo Street, in the city center. By the way, this year action in the service park will
start from Friday afternoon, because the crews participating the "Shakedown" will visit here. Anyone, wishing to
test their cars in the "Shakedown" before the start of the rally, will chance to do it so from 18:00 till 21:00 hrs very
close to the Kelmė. On the second day of the rally "Rally Žemaitija 2020" MAXI classification participants will
have to cover 13 speed stages, MIDI - 7, and the participants of the shortest distance - MINI standing crews - 6.
The pavement of all speed stages is gravel, except for one stage for the participants of the MINI standings, which
will be on the asphalt surface.
Unfortunately, will not be provided traditionally spectator areas for rally spectators, as it would be impossible
to avoid a high concentration of spectators in one place and to keep safe distances. In Rally Guide 2 will list only
the rally observation locations, recommended by the organizers. For these reasons, the event will be free this year.
Saturday, 11-07-2020, the second rally day will start at 8:30 hrs, by two repetitive speed stages.
SS 1/3 - traditional speed stage of the previous years, length 11.74 km, starting place surface - asphalt.
SS 2/4 - shortened last year's special stage in the reverse direction, length 7.10 km, starting place - gravel.
After SS 4 there will be carried out regroup according to the results of SS1 - SS4, and the Service park in Kelmė.
After that there will be two more gravel speed sections, both run twice and one run only once. From this moment
the crews of the MINI standings will join to the rally caravan.
SS 5/8 - brand new speed section, length 5.71 km, starting place surface - asphalt.
SS 6/9 - shortened traditional speed stage of the previous years, length 6,82 km, starting place surface - gravel.
SS7 - a partially new speed section, length 3.23 km, starting place - gravel. MINI qualifity participants will pass
this section twice, and all other rally crews only once.
Also, the crews of MINI standings will have to overcome one asphalt speed slalom stage in this rally section.
After SS 9 will be one more regrouping according to SS1 - SS9 results, and the next Service park in Kelmė, and a
possible restart after withdrawal (Rally 2). In the last part of the rally, there are provided two more special stages,
which are run twice.
SS 10/12 - traditional, somewhat shortened, challenging stage of the previous years, the length of 3.88 km. Starting
place - gravel. MINI rally crews ride here only once.
SS 11/13 - very popular with sportsmen and audience favorite special stage. This road configuration was last held a
few years ago. Length 14.86 km, starting place surface - asphalt.
For MINI classification crews, in this rally section is provided separate, twice passing gravel speed stage.
About 18:30 the cars participating in MINI standings will appear on the finish podium. About an hour we will see
here and all the other crews, who have successfully reached the finish line of "Rally Žemaitija 2020". From 20:30
awards will begin next the Kelmė Culture Center, and if the situation is favorable and no strict quarantine
restrictions are applied at that time, then is planned a festive concert for everyone.
We are waiting for you in Kelmė on July 10-11!
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III.

ORGANIZER‘S CONTACT INFORMATION

Name :
Kelmės ASK
Adress:
Statybininkų str. 17, Kelmė, Lithuania
Contacts: phone: +370 682 27744
e-mail: info@kelmesask.lt, kelmesask@gmail.com
website: www.rallyzemaitija.lt

IV. RALLY OFICIALS
Duty

Donatas Liesis

Contacts
+370 682 27744
kelmesask@gmail.com
+370 614 81141

Deputy Clerk of the Course

Linas Vitkevičius

+370 610 47017

Chief Scrutineer

Saulius Stanaitis

+370 687 31023

Chief Secretary

Rasa Jakienė

+370 686 85146
+370 688 22306
tadas_vas@yahoo.com
+370 612 50791

Organizing committee chairman, Rally director

Name, Surname
Ingrida Savickienė

Clerk of the Course

Competitor‘s Relations Officer

Tadas Vasiliauskas

Chief Safety Officer

Edvinas Vašteris

Service Park Coordinator

Kęstutis Kelpša

Press Center Manager

Saulenis Pociūnas

+ 370 698 89938
+370 612 86613
saulenisp@gmail.com

V. IMPORTANT DATES BEFORE RALLY WEEK
Action
Supplementary Regulations publication

Date

Time

Location

12-06-2020
Friday

15:00

www.rallyzemaitija.lt,
www.lasf.lt,

12-06-2020
Friday

15:00

www.rallyzemaitija.lt
online entry form

12-06-2020
Friday

15:00

Send by e-mail
info@kelmesask.lt

Entries opens

Opening of reservation for administrative checks
and scrutineering times and service areas
Entries for „Shakedown“ opens
Team entries opens
Entries closes

Close of reservation for administrative checks
and scrutineering times and service areas
Entries for „Shakedown“ closes
Upon receipt of 40 entries will stopped before

29-06-2020
Monday

17:00

www.rallyzemaitija.lt
online entry form

Preliminary start order publication

01-07-2020
Wednesday

15:00

www.rallyzemaitija.lt

Entries with increased starting fee closes

03-07-2020
Friday

17:00

www.rallyzemaitija.lt
online entry form
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VI. PROGRAM OF THE RALLY WEEK
10-07-2020 (Friday)

Location

Administrative checking, hand – out of the
Road books, stickers and GPS equipment:
10:00 – 11:00 For crews, participating in the Test stage
11:00 – 12:00 For crews, non- participating in Test stage

Rally HQ. Kelmė Culture Center, Vytauto
Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
GPS: 55.6318, 22.9359

10:00 – 20:00 Reconnaissance

In the route, according the requirements of
the schedule

12:00

Briefing for „0“ crews

Administrative checking, hand – out of the
16:30 – 17:30 Road books and stickers
for crews, participating in MINI standings
Reconnaissance
17:00 – 20:00
for crews, participating in MINI standings
Scrutineering :
14:00 – 17:00 For crews, participating in the Test stage
17:00 – 20:00 For crews, non- participating in Test stage
20:00 – 21:00 For crews, participating in MINI standings
17:00

Opens Service park

Rally HQ. Kelmė Culture Center, Vytauto
Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
Rally HQ. Kelmė Culture Center, Vytauto
Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
GPS: 55.6318, 22.9359
In the route, according the requirements of
the schedule
Kelmė Sports Center,
J. Janonio str. 11F, Kelmė
GPS: 55.6300, 22.9195
Vytauto Didžiojo g., Kelmė
Entrance GPS: 55.6339, 22.9415

18:00 – 21:00 Test stage (“Shakedown”)

Next toKelmė

20:30

Team entries closes

21:15

The first Steward‘s meeting

Rally HQ. Kelmė Culture Center, Vytauto
Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė

21:45

Publication of the Start list

11-07-2020 (Saturday)

Rally HQ. Kelmė Culture Center, Vytauto
Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
www.rallyzemaitija.lt
Location

Parking in the pre-start area:
7:30 – 8:15
For MAXI and MIDI standings crews
11:30 – 12:00 For MINI standings crews
8:30 (12:30) Start of the rally (MINI standings)

Vytauto Didžiojo str., Kelmė
Entrance GPS: 55.6304, 22.9323

19:30 (18:30) Finish of the rally (MINI standings)

TC 13A, Vytauto Didžiojo str., Kelmė

20:00

The second Steward‘s meeting

20:15

Publication of provisional results

20:30

Awards of Mini standings crews

20:55

Publication of official results

21:00

Awarding ceremony, festive program

TC 0, Vytauto Didžiojo str., Kelmė
Rally HQ. Kelmė Culture Center, Vytauto
Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
Rally HQ. Kelmė Culture Center,
Vytauto Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
www.rallyzemaitija.lt
Alongside Kelmė Culture Center,
Vytauto Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
Rally HQ. Kelmė Culture Center,
Vytauto Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
www.rallyzemaitija.lt
Alongside Kelmė Culture Center,
Vytauto Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
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VII. INFRASTRUCTURE PLAN
Structural
elements

Location

Description

VIP
zone

Rally HQ

Kelmė Culture Center, Vytauto
Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
GPS: 55.6318, 22.9359

Separate facilities: Rally
control centre, Stewards,
Secretariat, PRESS centre,
VIP room.

+

Service park

Vytauto Didžiojo street
in Kelmė town centre

Street area 3600 m2
Width 10 m, length 360 m

Scrutineering,
cars unloading,
trailer‘s parking

Kelmė Sports Center square,
J. Janonio str. 11F, Kelmė
GPS: 55.6300 22.9195

Square area 2600 m2
Width 20 m, length 130 m

Park Ferme

Vytauto Didžiojo street in
Kelmė town centre, next to the
Service park

Total area 1800 m2 .
Width 10 m, length 180 m

Refuelling zone

Vytauto Didžiojo street

After exit from the
Service park

Remote
refuelling zone

Kražiai, M.Valančiaus str.
GPS: 55.6040, 22.6898

Kražiai municipality square,
(after SS2, SS6 and SS11)

Spectators areas

Not provided

With purpose to avoid a high
concentration of spectators in
one place

Awarding
ceremony and
festive program

Next to Kelmė Culture Center,
Vytauto Didžiojo str. 73,
Kelmė

At the place of the rally
finish, depending on
existing laws on restrictions
at that time

Feeding

WC

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

+

VIII. LOGISTICS
Distance from the mentioned location:
Service park
Scrutineering, cars unloading place, treiler‘s parking
Park Ferme
Refueling zone
Awarding ceremony and festive program
Remote refueling zone
Vilnius airport
Kaunas airport
Palanga airport
Riga airport
The farthest special stage

Distance till Rally HQ
0-350 m
920 m
100 m
100 m
0
18.4 km
211 km
125 km
158 km
178 km
25 km
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IX. PARTICIPANTS, ENTRIES, CLASSIFICATIONS
All 1st and 2nd drivers with valid DJ, D category licenses issued by LASF or analogic licenses issued
by national ASN of another country can participate in "Rally Žemaitija 2020". Persons under the age of 18
years old may participate only by the protocol decision of the LASF Rally Committee . On public roads,
which are not closed to public traffic, a crew member driving a car must have a valid category B driving
license. LARC and LARSC participants must submit LASF "Championship participant application".
Must be filled the online entry form, published on www.rallyzemaitija.lt . Entry form is considered accepted
when the entry fee is paid and the Organizer's approval is received.
For LARC stage standings are allowed the cars complying with 2020 LARC regulations articles 4.1 - 4.2
requirements. The cars are classified according to articles 5.1.1 - 5.1.2 of 2020 LARC Regulations.
For LARSC stage standings are allowed the cars complying with 2020 LARSC regulations articles 4.1 - 4.2
requirements. The cars are classified according to articles 5.1.1 - 5.1.2 of 2020 LARSC Regulations.
For Latvian Rally Sprint stage standings are allowed the cars complying with 2020 LRSC regulations
articles 4.1 - 4.2 requirements. The cars are classified according to art. 1.4 – 1.5 of 2020 LRSC Regulations.
For "Rally Žemaitija 2020" classifications MAXI and MIDI are allowed all cars listed above that meet the
2020 safety requirements of FIA TSK Appendix "J". For "Rally Žemaitija 2020" classifications MINI are
allowed the cars which are in conformity with 2020 LASF technical requirements for "SGC" group cars.
The maximum total number of participants is 100 crews.

X. ENTRY FEES
Entry fee
LARC 1, 2 ir 3 classifications
LARC 4 ir 5 classifications
LARC 6 classification
LARSC all classifications
LRSC all classifications
Only „Rally Žemaitija 2020“ MAXI classification AWD
Only „Rally Žemaitija 2020“ MAXI classification 2WD
Only „Rally Žemaitija 2020“ MIDI classifications AWD
Only „Rally Žemaitija 2020“ MIDI classification 2WD
Only „Rally Žemaitija 2020“ MINI both classifications
Test stage („Shakedown“)

By payment till specified deadline
540 Eur
420 Eur
300 Eur
250 Eur
According to 2020 LRSC Regulations
500 Eur
400 Eur
250 Eur
200 Eur
100 Eur
100 Eur

After the deadline specified in the Supplementary Regulations, all taxes will be increased 50%.
* For the winners of 2019 Lithuanian Rally Sprint Championship (LARSC) classifications including"Junior"
classification, if they participates only in the LARC stage, the entry fee is 200 EUR.
* For the winners of 2019 Lithuanian Mini Rally Championship (LMRC) classifications, if they participates
only in the LARC stage, the entry fee is 200 EUR.

XI. SERVICE PARK
Place: Vytauto Didžiojo street from M.Valančiaus street till B.Laucevičiaus street, Kelmė
Entrance GPS: nuo 55.6321, 22.9398. Exit GPS: 55.6318, 22.9374.
Opens: 10-10-2020 (Friday)
Time:17:00
Closes: 11-07-2020 (Saturday)
Time: 20:00
Surface – asphalt.
Area assigned for one crew: The Organizer will appoint the location of the service, taking into account the
information received in the online form. Free of charge local service areas: for crews of MAXI standings - up
to 60 sq.m, for crews of MIDI standings - up to 50 sq.m, for crews of MINI standings - up to 40 sq.m. The
crews having paid an additional fee specified in Appendix of Supplementary Regulations, can reserve places
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of larger area. Appendix „Service park scheme for reservation of places“ will be published
www.rallyzemaitija.lt starting from 12-06-2020 (Monday). Reservation closes 29-06-2020 (Monday) 17:00.
After this term Organizer will appoint places at this own discretion.
Service park infrastructure:
Possibility to choose a service area:
yes
 The availability of hot food:
yes
 Possibility for hanging tents and promotional material:
yes (if the pre-agreed with the Organizer)
 Toilets:
yes
 Free Wi‐Fi:
no
 Electrical connection:
no
 Parking for trailers:
separate, close to the Scrutineering
Service requirements. During all rally time servicing of rally cars is allowed only in the Service parks
in compliance with 2020 Lithanian Rally rules art articles 48-50 requirements. Refueling allowed only in the
Road book mentioned refuel zones according with 2020 Lithanian Rally rules requirements, art. 58.1-58.3.
Only one service vehicle without trailer for the each crew will be allowed enter to the Service
park. Special sticker issued by the Organizer must be sticked on the service vehicle windscreen. Recce cars
and team representative cars will not be allowed to enter to the Service park. Please leave your trailers in the
Organizer ‘s specified place.
It is forbidden to wash the parts and machineries of cars that are using technical oils (engines, gear
boxes and similar) in Service Park. In the place of servicing in the Service Park the waterproof fabric
(minimum 4x4 m) must be laid under a rally car. In the refueling zone a container must be laid under the place
of the neck for tank filling (to collect spilled fuel). Using pumps for refueling, the ends of the tube must be
equiped with safety taps or valves.

XII. TIRES
During reconnaissance allowed use only certified for driving on public roads during the summer
season tires, which are in conformity with Lithuanian Road Traffic law, and having an EU-compliant
markings (label "E" homologation with the country code, for example, E2, E4, etc.)
During the rally the crews of MAXI and MIDI standings are allowed use only racing tires for gravel roads.
The crews of MINI standings are not allowed to use racing tires and retreaded sporty type of tread. Prohibited
use tires tagged "for competition use / purposes only". Prohibited any mechanical or chemical modification of
the tires.
The crews participating in LARC must use only tires as indicated in Appendix 13 of 2020 LARC
Regulations ("Tires used in LARC"). In the LARC stage the number of tires is limited to 10 units.
The crews participating in LRSC must use only tires as indicated in 5.2 article of 2020 LRSC Regulations.

XIII. FUEL
Allowed the use of commercially available E85 fuel (bioethanol). Every rally car, using E 85 fuel
(bioethanol) must be marked by special stickers 160x120 mm, with white note E 85 which must be written on
blue background. Height of letters and the digits is 80 mm, symbol thicknes - 14 mm. Stickers must be
stucked on bodywork, above rear wheel arches on both sides of the car.

XIV. RECONNAISSANCE
Reconnaissance allowed 10-07-2020 (Friday) from 10:00 till 20:00 in accordance with requirements
of schedule, specified in the Supplementary Regulations. Reconnaissance in the test stage “(Shakedown”)
is carried out only by crews participating in it. All special stages, including the Test stage, are allowed to pass
no more than 2 times. Identical stages will be allowed to pass only as one stage. Number of passes and
infringements will be controlled GPS tracking system.
Reconnaissance may be performed only by vehicles complying with the requirements of the 2020 Lithuanian
Rally rules article 25.1. During receiption of the Road Book, the crew must indicate all his vehicles, which
will be used for reconnaissance.
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During reconnaissance participants must drive in such a way, that no caused danger or inconvenience
for the people, residing close to the rally course and to comply with the 2020 Lithuanian Rally rules, LARC
Regulations and its annexes and Traffic law requirements of Lithuanian Republic. Driving in the opposite
direction is strictly prohibited on the special stages. Remind, that speed limit in Lithuanian Republic on
gravel roads in non-residential areas – 70 km/h. Somewhere allowed speed may be reduced by additional track
signs, which will be mentioned in the Road Book. Use anti-radars and radar detectors is prohibited.

XV. GPS SAFETY AND CONTROL EQUIPMENT
During the rally, the safety of each crew will be ensured with the help of GPS safety and control devices. The
crew is responsible for the installation of safety and control equipment. The same device will be used during
reconnaissance and during the race. The device has to be installed into the rally car before Rally start, or
if the crew takes part in Test stage – before it’s start.

XVI. TEST STAGE („SHAKEDOWN“)
Test stage will be carried out 10-07-2020 (Friday) from 18:00 till 21:00. Distance of the stage – 1,75 km,
road cover – gravel. The Test Stage (“Shakedown”) is allowed to be driven no more 4 times for each crew.
All drivers wishing to take part in the test stage must to indicate it in online entry form on the website
www.rallyzemaitija.lt no later than 29-06-2020 (Monday) 17:00. Test Stage entry fee 100 Eur, if paid till the
deadline specified in the Supplementary Regulations. After this term payment will be increased 50%.
Maximum number of participants is 40, so the entries can be closed earlier. Entry fee for the crews, who
registered but not participated in the Test stage, in any cases, except force majeure reasons, will not
refundable.
The cars, participating in the Test Stage, must be carried out pre-start scrutineering, must be affixed on
the car the start numbers, rally and advertising stickers issued by the Organizer, and GPS Safety and control
device must be installed in the car.
Any person in the car, who performs the second driver position during Test stage, but is not included to the
crew's entry form, must present to the Organizer signed consent form for the assumption of responsibility.
During the Test stage all persons in the car must wear helmets, clothing and other equipment compliant by
safety requirements.

XVII. INFORMATION FOR MEDIA
The press centre will be open during rally time:
Place: Kelmė Culture Centre, Vytauto Didžiojo str. 73, Kelmė
GPS: 55.6318, 22.9359
Date: 10-07-2020 (Friday)
Time: 16:00 – 22:00
11-07-2020 (Saturday)
Time: 8:00 – 22:00
In the Press center for journalists, photographers, video operators and team representatives will be available:

receive accreditations and the stickers;

make use of free wireless internet access;

having a personal workplace for photo/ video/ audio and textual materials processing.
Computers and other equipment are not provided to the media. Accreditation to the rally is free.
Accreditation will be granted only to those who have submitted prior forms of accreditation for media.
Completed pre-accreditation form, published on the website www.rallyzemaitija.lt and a copy of the accident
insurance policy (not less than 1500 EUR) must be submitted by e-mail info@kelmesask.lt till 05-07-2020
(Monday) 17:00. Original signed accreditation form is submitted to the rally organizers at the rally HQ during
accreditation. All decisions on granting accreditations are made by the organizer.
Accreditation of MEDIA representatives will take place at the Rally HQ, Vytauto Didžiojo str. 73,
Kelmė (Kelmė Culture Center) on July 10, 2020 from 16:00 till 22:00 hrs and on July 11 from 8:00 to
9:00 hrs. Responsible person: Lijana Juškuvienė, mob.phone: +370 615 17189.
For accredited journalists, photographers and operators will be issued accreditation certificates, rally
stickers, and will be provide preliminary information about the rally. Rally Press manager: mr. Saulenis
Pociūnas, phone +370 612 86613.
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Persons who have been issued with an accreditation certificate may to film, make photos and observe
the competition free of charge during the rally, but but only in compliance with the Safety requirements,
published in Appendix 6 of this Guide, and comply with all lawful instructions of officials, marshals and
security officers. During the rally accredited persons must wear a green vests with a number, issuing by the
organizer during accreditation. It is mandatory to pay 20 EUR cash deposit, which will be refunded upon after
delivering of the vest.

XVIII. HOTELS AND ACCOMMODATION RECOMMENDATIONS
Accommodation
Homestead
„Ąžuolų slėnis“

Adress, contact information
Targauskiai vil., Kelmė distr.,
ph.: +370 687 32737, +370 655 69720.

Homestead
„Miego klinika“
Homestead
„Užvenčio malūnas“

Rėžaliai vil., Tytuvėnai subdistr.,
Kelmės distr., ph.: +370 611 16797
Raudsparnė vil., Kelmės distr.,
ph.: +370 612 22203.
Užventis, Kelmė distr., ph.: +370 682
14007, +370 682 14008

Resort “Vėžežeris”

Coordinates: 55.7567, 22.9737

Homestead
„Kukučių sodyba“.
Homestead
„Draugų slėnis“

Kukečių str. 40, Kukečiai, Kelmė distr.,
ph.: +370 603 73763
Paverpenis vil., Kukečiai, Kelmė distr.,
ph.: +370 694 27836
Verpena vil., Kelmė distr.,
ph.: +370 618 29956, +370 676 48247

Homestead „5 Sezonas“

Homestead "Dranginė"

Sleeping
places

From
Rally HQ

Parking
lot

30

15.4 km

+

48

13.1 km

+

62

16.7 km

+

50

27.9 km

+

24

17.9 km

+

70

4.88 km

+

50

3.14 km

+

35

3.23 km

+

Homestead „Karpynė“

Karpynės str.2, Gabšiai, Raseiniai distr.,
ph.: +370 650 77437, +370 428 70123

80

37.9 km

+

Hotel Šiaulių krašto
medžiotojų užeiga ****

Dubijos str. 20, Šiauliai,
ph.: +370 41 524 526

177

43.1 km

+

76

43.3 km

+

50

43.5 km

+

193

44.2 km

+

Hotel „Šaulys“ ****
Hotel „Turnė“ ***
Hotel „Šiauliai“ ***

Vasario 16-osios str. 40, Šiauliai,
ph.:+370 41 520 812
Rūdės str. 9, Šiauliai,
ph.: +370 41 500150; +370 698 79513
Draugystės str. 25, Šiauliai,
ph.: +370 41 437333

Here are listed only the main accommodations 45 km away, which can accommodate more residents.
Distance Kelmė - Šiauliai 42.9 km, distance Kelmė - Raseiniai 32.6 km
Information centre - VšĮ “Kelmės turizmo ir verslo informacijos centras”
Adress: Birutės str. 4, LT-86163 Kelmė. Phone: +370 427 61430, Fax: +370 427 61417,
E-mail: direktore@kelmevic.lt
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XIX. OTHER USEFUL INFORMATION
Emergency number: 112
Kelmė hospital: Nepriklausomybės str. 2, Kelmė, phone: +370 427 69200, reception ph.: +370 427 69222
Kelmė district Police Commissariat: Vytauto Didžiojo str. 62, Kelmė, phone: +370 427 57016
Speed limits in Lithuania during summer time:
In residential areas: 50 km/h,
In residential areas: on roads with asphalt pavement - 70 km / h,
on gravel roads - 90 km / h,
on highways - 120 km / h,
on expressways - 130 km/h.
Weather prediction (Lithuanian Hydrometeorological Service): www.meteo.lt
Maps on the web, addresses, place names, etc.: www.maps.lt
Rally results online: information will be announced in Rally Guide 2.
Object

Adress, contact information

From Rally HQ

Petrol stations in Kelmė:
„Agtrotech“,

V. Putvinskio str. 37, Kelmė

1.65 km

„Milda“

V. Putvinskio str. 29, Kelmė

1.34 km

„Abromika“

Kęstučio str. 1B, Kelmė

1.08 km

Benu pharmacy

Nepriklausomybės str. 2, Kelmė

1.31 km

Europharmacy

Vytauto Didžiojo str. 80, Kelmė,

0.20 km

Gintarinė pharmacy

Vytauto Didžiojo str. 84A, Kelmė

0.23 km

Norfa pharmacy

S. Šilingo str. 5, Kelmė

0.61 km

Dariaus Girėno str. 35, Kražiai, Kelmė distr.

18.3 km

Pharmacies in Kelmė:

Pharmacies in Kražiai:
Gintarinė pharmacy
Taxi services in Kelmė:
Taksi, K. Juciaus IVV

Phone: +370 639 00660

Feeding:
Dining room „Vilbėnas“

Vytauto Didžiojo str. 51, Kelmė

0.05 km

Petrol station „Agrotech“

V. Putvinskio str. 37, Kelmė

1.66 km

Cafe Bar“Audit”

Vytauto Didžiojo str. 64, Kelmė

0.16 km

Cafe “Kelmynė”

Dariaus ir Girėno str. 13, Kelmė

0.38 km

Cafe “Svetainė”

Vytauto Didžiojo str. 80A, Kelmė

0.20 km

Pizzeria “Materija”

Vytauto Didžiojo str. 49, Kelmė

0.45 km

Cafe „Kražita“

M.Valančiaus str. 42, Kražiai

18.5 km
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XX. APPENDIXES
Priedas/ Appendix 1 „Atvykimo nuorodos/ Arrival links“
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Priedas/ Appendix 2 „Kelmės miesto planas/ Plan of Kelmė town“
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Priedas/ Appendix 3 „Draudžiamų kelių zonos/ Prohibited roads zones“

Visiems LARČ, LARSČ ir LRSČ dalyviams, bei visiems kitiems I ir II vairuotojams, ketinantiems
dalyvauti „ RALLY ŽEMAITIJA - 2020“, griežtai draudžiama būti šiose draudžiamų kelių zonose nuo
2020-06-12 (penktadienis) 15:00 val. iki 2020-07-10 (penktadienis) 10:00 val. Apie visus užfiksuotus
pažeidimus bus informuota SKK ir nacionalinės ASF. Asmenys, norintys draudžiamu laiku kirsti/ būti
draudžiamų kelių zonose, privalo apie savo ketinimus informuoti organizatorių ir gauti raštišką leidimą.
To all LARC, LARSC and LRSC participants, and to all other 1st and 2nd drivers, intending to
participate "RALLY ZEMAITIJA - 2020", strictly forbidden to be in these forbidden roads zones from
12-06-2020 (Friday) 15:00 hrs to 04-06-2020 (Friday) 10:00 hrs. Stewards and the National ASN will be
notified of any detected violations. Persons, wishing to cross / stay on prohibited zones within the forbidden
time, must inform the Organizer about their intentions and obtain written permission.
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Priedas/ Appendix 4 „Maršrutinė kortelė/ Itinerary card“

0
1

Vieta

GR
km

Viso
km

Laiko
norma

Vid.
greitis

12,2

12,2

43,06

16,04

27,78

10,96

20,3

7,2

7,2

16,04

27,78

27,77

37,11

00:17
00:03
00:37
00:03
00:30
00:10
00:12
00:03
00:37
00:03
00:50
00:30

Kelmė, Start Podium
1

A1

11,74

2
2
2A
2B
3
3

B1
Regroup IN (Kražiai)
Regroup OUT/Refuel
A2

9,34

11,74

4
4
4A
4B
4C
5

B2
Service IN (Kelmė)
Service OUT/Regroup IN
Viso sekcija 1
Regroup OUT

9,34

42,16

5

C1

5,71

6

D1
Regroup IN (Kražiai)
Regroup OUT/Refuel

6,82

E

3,23

6
6A
6B
7
7
8
8

C2

5,71

9

D2
Service IN (Kelmė)
Service OUT/Regroup IN
Viso sekcija 2
Regroup OUT

6,82

9
9A
9B
9C
10

28,29

10

F1

3,88

11

G1
Regroup IN (Kražiai)
Regroup OUT/Refuel

14,86

11
11A
11B
12
12

F2

3,88

13
13
13A

Be GR
km

G2
Kelmė, Finish Podium
Viso sekcija 3
Viso ralyje

14,86
33,6
104,05

90,21
132,37
NAUJAS STARTO LAIKAS
6,8
6,8
00:12
00:03
7,31
13,02
00:22
00:03
3,7
10,52
00:15
00:05
3,07
3,07
00:12
00:03
8,95
15,77
00:22
00:03
7,31
13,02
00:22
00:03
23,18
30
00:40
00:30
60,32
88,61
NAUJAS STARTO LAIKAS
23,85
23,85
00:32
00:03
8,9
12,78
00:22
00:03
3,24
18,1
00:25
00:05
9,9
9,9
00:17
00:03
8,9
12,78
00:22
00:03
21,59
36,45
00:50
52,53
86,13
203,06 307,11

41,77
40,6
36.0
41,77
44,53

34.0
35,51
42,08
15,35
43,01
35,51
45.0

44,72
34,85
43,44
34,94
34,85
43,74

1-as
MAXI
08:30
08:47
08:50
09:27
09:30
10:00
10:10
10:22
10:25
11:02
11:05
11:55
12:25
34,17%
13:00
13:12
13:15
13:37
13:40
13:55
14:00
14:12
14:15
14:37
14:40
15:02
15:05
15:45
16:15
31,92%
17:00
17:32
17:35
17:57
18:00
18:25
18:30
18:47
18:50
19:12
19:15
20:05
39,01%
33,88%

1-as
MIDI
09:20
09:37
09:40
10:17
10:20

11:10
11:40
29,65%
13:45
13:57
14:00
14:22
14:25

14:52
14:55

15:35
16:05
28,90%
17:40
18:12
18:15
18:37
18:40

19:30
25,64%
28,53%

Sekcija/ Section 2

GR

Sekcija/ Section 3

LK

Sekcija/ Section 1

RALLY ŽEMAITIJA 2020
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RALLY ŽEMAITIJA 2020 MINI RALLY
0
1

Vieta

GR
km

Viso
km

Laiko
norma

Vid.
greitis

16,25

16,25

00:27
00:03
00:27
00:03
00:37
00:03
00:30
00:30

36,11

Kelmė, Start Podium
1

A1

3,23

2

A2

3,23

2

8,97

3

24,2
3

3A
3B
3C
4
4
5
5
6
6
6A

Be GR
km

B
Service IN
Service OUT/Regroup IN
Viso sekcija 1
Regroup OUT

12,2
27,43

2,1
17,9
8,56

20

27,11
44,48
40.00

1-as
auto
12:15
12:42
12:45
13:12
13:15
13:52
13:55
14:25
14:55

67,32
75,88
NAUJAS STARTO LAIKAS
16:00
23,85
23,85
00:37
38,67 16:37
C
3,88
00:03
16:40
11,26
15,14
00:27
33,64 17:07
D1
3,03
00:03
17:10
5,3
8,33
00:22
22,72 17:32
D2
3,03
00:03
17:35
Kelmė, Finish Podium
20,28
20,28
00:35
34,75 18:10
Viso sekcija 2
9,94
60,69
67,6
Viso ralyje
18,5 128,01 143,48
GR B - asfaltas, visi kiti GR - žvyras. SS B - asphalt, all other SS - gravel.

Kanalas

00:30
00:30
00:30
00:30
00:30
00:30
11,28%
00:24
00:24
00:24
00:24
00:20
14,70%
12,90%

Pask.
auto
12:45
00:15
13:15
00:15
13:45
14:25
14:55
15:25
16:24
00:15
17:04
00:15
17:34
17:59
18:30

Sekcija/ Section 1

GR

Sekcija/ Section 2

LK
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Priedas/ Appendix 5 „Saugumo reikalavimai/ Safety requirements“

SAFETY REQUIREMENTS
1. By working during the race you must be especially careful, because only from your own depends your
security. It is valid all during over rally time: in the racetrack, service parks, etc.
2. You must unconditionally obey of the safety marshals and of the official persons claims.
The Organizer has the right without notice cancel the rally accreditation for violators of this rules.
3. During the race you have to wear "PRESS" vests, which are issuing only for the photographers and
cameramen during accreditation. These vests and accreditation card is valid permission to take photos and
record videos during rally time outside from the boundaries of Spectators zone, but not more than 2 meters
away from the safety tape, and in any case - just in a safe place. We recommend a symbol "Media" marked
areas. Every person who entered into the danger zone, is responsible for his own safety, health and life.
4. Take with himself only the currently necessary equipment. Recorded photo/ video moments review only in
a safe place outside the race track.
5. Do not stay too close to the race cars. Leave enough space for service personnel. Keep in mind that some
parts of the car may be very hot. Always keep a safe distance from the race cars, because the car can suddenly
and unexpectedly move from the place.
6. Be especially careful when working near the race track or in service parks. Always watch out for the nearby
vehicles, because from racing car seceded part may injure.
7. Filming and shooting locations must be select in advance, until the start of the special stage.
8. Any exit to the race track during the rally or walking across the road is strictly prohibited (except the
Organizer’s provided catwalks, with security guard, which responsible for the crossing, permission).
9. Never stand near an ambulance, fire brigades, evacuation, marshals cars. In case of emergency, these
vehicles will move very quickly and without any prior notice.
10. In the start or service zones please be only for a time, for as long as necessary to perform your job.

